London, United Kingdom, Athens and Corfu, Greece, and Bern, Switzerland I n this article, we will describe how to analyze the data used in our previous article 1 regarding implant failures with Poisson regression. We are interested in examining whether the rate of implant failure is different between smokers and nonsmokers. In other words, we are interested in the ratio of the rates between smokers and nonsmokers.
I
n this article, we will describe how to analyze the data used in our previous article 1 regarding implant failures with Poisson regression. We are interested in examining whether the rate of implant failure is different between smokers and nonsmokers. In other words, we are interested in the ratio of the rates between smokers and nonsmokers.
Rate ratio ðRRÞ 5 rate in exposed rate in unexposed So, the RR for our question would be RR 5 rate of implant failure in smokers/rate of implant failure in nonsmokers. This is the measure of the effect we are interested in (outcome) when the measure of occurrence is rate (implant failure).
We use the Poisson regression to model the log rates for the exposure of interest in a similar way that we modeled the log odds in a logistic regression model. The difference is that we are now interested in the total number of events per total person-time at risk. This model follows the Poisson distribution, which describes the sampling distribution of the number of occurrences of an event of interest during a period of time. It depends on the mean number of occurrences in periods of the same length and can be described if we consider the average rate at which events occur over time. It assumes that events are independent and occur uniformly with time (ie, they are constant over time).
The general format of a Poisson model can be written as follows 2 : logl 5 a1b1X11b2X21.biXi
In our example for easier interpretation, we will report the exponential l (rate) of the (logl).
We will now investigate the application of the Poisson model in our previous example about implant failures and smoking. The rates of implant failure for each category of smoking (smokers and nonsmokers) are calculated by dividing the number of implant failure cases by the total person-time at risk in each smoking category and are shown in Table I . For example, in the nonsmoking group, the rate of implant failure is l 5 17/1.51 5 11.26 per 1000 person-years, with 95% confidence intervals (95% CI) of 6.10 and 18.11; in the smoking group, the rate is 28.27 (95% CI, 16.42 and 48.69). The Figure shows the cumulative inverse survival probability (implant failure) by smoking category across the follow-up period. The inverse survival probability indicates the probability of implant failure at a particular interval each time an event occurs as shown by the steps of the line plots.
The next step is to compare the rate of implant failure in subjects who smoke with those who do not; this is to calculate the RR. We will model a simple Poisson regression to illustrate this effect (Table II) .
From the estimate in Table II , it appears that those who smoke have significantly higher rates for implant failure compared with those who do not by 2.5 times (RR 5 2.5; 95% CI, 1.2 and 5.2; P 5 0.01).
Note that in the above example we have not adjusted for the effect of current age. We will run again the Poisson regression analysis incorporating current age this time (Table III) .
It is now obvious that, after adjusting for current age, the effect of smoking on the implant failure rates is not statistically significant (RR 5 1.7; 95% CI, 0.8 and 3.6; P 5 0.2).
By using similar procedures, the Poisson regression model may allow us to assess the effect of any other predictor or confounding variable we are interested in and also to test for interactions in the same way this is done through logistic regression for calculating odds ratios in studies concerning binary outcome variables that do not incorporate the effect of time. 
